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Free will: a problem in radical change - 

from late scholasticism to today 

 
 

1. Power in human agency 

 

Power – capacity to produce/prevent outcomes 

 

(Ordinary) causation – one form of power or as what all power is? 

 

purposiveness/goal-direction:       action-object 

 

self-determination/freedom:          agent-action 

 

 

power to which the agent is subject versus power exercised by the agent 

 

 

2. The appeal to ordinary causation 

 

purposiveness as voluntariness 

 

  Motivations       cause    Action 

 

object-directed pro attitudes  provide    doing A 

 towards A and its outcomes               as non-attitude 

             with its goals 

 

freedom as voluntariness 

 

  power of motivation to do A to cause me to do A 

 

   + 

 

power of motivation to refrain from doing A to cause me to refrain 

 

 

3. Self-Determination 

 

Blame – the fault in the agent is put down to the agent as the agent’s fault  

 

Self-determination: power to determine our action for ourselves 

as freedom -  up-to-usness or control : it is left up to us whether we do A or refrain - power 

to determine alternatives (freedom in relation to outcomes) 

 

- self-determination compatible with prior causal determination? - compatibilism versus 

incompatibilism 

 

- is self-determination itself a form of (ordinary) causation? 
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4. Scepticism about freedom 

 

  scepticism (a) – from the assumption of incompatibilism 

 

… liberty, by removing necessity, removes also causes, and is the very same thing with chance. - 

David Hume Treatise of Human Nature (ed Selby-Bigge) p261, II, iii, 2. 

   

 scepticism (b) – from the assumption that (ordinary) causation is the only possible form 

of power - Thomas Hobbes 

 

 

Analytic problem versus metaphysical problem 

 

 

5. Freedom as a power 

 

multi-wayness: freedom is a single power that under given circumstances could be exercised 

to produce any one of a range of outcomes.  

 

contingency of determination: the power-bearer may have the power to determine the 

occurrence of a particular outcome, without their presence with their power leaving other 

outcomes impossible.  The power-bearer has the power to determine that that outcome occurs 

- but the bearer's presence with the power does not, in the circumstances, necessitate that the 

outcome occurs. 

 
But that the indetermination can make it happen or not happen is absurd; for indetermination maketh it equally 

to happen or not to happen; and therefore both; which is a contradiction. Therefore indetermination doth 

nothing, and whatsoever causes do, is necessary. Hobbes in Questions Concerning Liberty, Necessity 

and Chance  

 

freedom in relation to the power: 

 

 freedom of specification - it is up to the bearer which way the power is exercised 

 

 freedom of exercise - it is up to the bearer whether the power is exercised at all 

 
And if a man determine himself, the question will still remain what determined him to determine himself 

in that manner. Hobbes in Questions Concerning Liberty, Necessity and Chance 

 
 
A possible form of ordinary causation? - multi-wayness without contingency of determination 

and without freedom in relation to the power  

 

one-way self-determination – contingency of determination without multi-wayness and with 

freedom of exercise 

     (from Thomas Pink, Self-Determination, Oxford 2017)  
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